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In many organizations today, it’s typically easier to request and 

receive a new laptop than it is to start developing in the cloud. 

At home, you can get a cloud account in minutes, but it often 

takes organizations days or weeks to provision access due to 

manual processing and budget and compliance concerns. 

Cloud operations and business operations remain largely  

disconnected. The integration of Kion and ServiceNow 

removes this disconnect — giving you an expedited path to 

secure cloud operations.

Unlock the full self-service  
potential of the cloud

ServiceNow is where your employees go to request new IT 

products and services. Why have them use a different solution 

or process to procure cloud accounts? Using ServiceNow’s 

ITOM orchestration and ITSM approval capabilities, employees 

can visit the service portal, request cloud account(s) and, upon 

approval, get an account seamlessly provisioned by Kion. This 

account will be in accordance with your compliance policies, 

aligned to your internal cost centers or budgets, and configured 

for easy secure sign on with your enterprise authentication.  

Your users get the benefit of streamlined native access to AWS 

Accounts, Azure Subscriptions, and/or Google Cloud Projects. 

User experience improves, and IT operates at peak efficiency. 

Go beyond the pre-defined  
catalog

A key business driver of cloud migration is speed to innovation. 

Organizations effectively put handcuffs on innovation when you 

broker access to the cloud by giving users a rigid, pre-defined 

catalog of limited cloud services.  By integrating ServiceNow 

with Kion, once the manager approves the setup of a new cloud 

account, users go beyond basic compute, networking, and 

storage services but stop short of ‘wild west’ access to the 

cloud. Kion provisions the account in accordance with the 

permitted services and resources you’ve defined.  Say  

goodbye to arbitrary limitations and hello to innovation.

Integrating Cloud Ops & Business Ops
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Approval

Complete!
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Ensure compliance from  
Day 1 until sunset

Your IT team must manage standard and atypical requests for cloud 

access, from new employee onboarding to one-off projects. But 

your responsibility over cloud operations obviously goes beyond 

initial account fulfillment. With Kion, cloud accounts are protected 

from misconfiguration. Cloud Rules are automatically applied to the 

account based on lifecycle environment, the account’s home in the 

org chart, and the sensitivity of the systems being deployed. This 

gives you compliance from Day 1 until the project is sunset. 

From a financial perspective, Kion spend plans and near-real-

time spend tracking ensure that cloud accounts remain both within 

budget and aligned to your internal cost centers, making it easy for 

your finance teams to control and track your spend across clouds.  

Budget enforcement automatically happens based on rules you 

define to slow or stop spending, giving IT leadership and Finance 

confidence in secure and cost-controlled cloud operations.
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SUCCESS SNAPSHOT
A leading National Laboratory integrated 

the power of Kion account, budget, and 

compliance governance with the ServiceNow 

request and orchestration capabilities to 

accelerate their cloud adoption.

What used to be a multi-week process to 

request and procure a cloud account is now 

complete in a few days. The laboratory 

retired manual processes and paperwork in 

favor of fulfilling cloud account requests via 

ServiceNow. The requestor simply initiates 

the request in ServiceNow for business owner 

and IT approval.  After approval, Kion creates 

and allocates funding, sets a spend plan, and 

ensures the proper compliance boundaries 

are set for the cloud account. Finally, the Kion 

API connects with Active Directory to create 

user accounts and deliver credentials to the 

requestor. All in a matter of minutes.

Kion Features

AUTOMATION &  
ORCHESTRATION

•  Start correctly from day 1 in the 
cloud by automating the pro-
visioning of accounts with the 
proper controls around allowed 
services and budget.

•  Easily integrate with your existing 
technology stack; Kion is installed 
within your cloud environment.

•  Automatically freeze spend 
or initiate a workflow when a 
budget threshold is approached, 
a security policy exemption is 
requested, or a decommissioning 
request is received.

FINANCIAL  
MANAGEMENT

•  Use optimization features that 
continually scan your environment to 
identify opportunities to save 30% or 
more on your cloud bill for increased 
cost efficiency.

•  Stop cloud bill surprises with cost 
enforcements to curb spend in real 
time.

•  Make cloud costs meaningful by 
aligning spend to your corporate 
budget. You get the visibility — 
across the organization or within a 
specific business area — to see the 
big picture.

CONTINUOUS  
COMPLIANCE

•  Gain control and accelerate 
your compliance with Kion 
jumpstarts. 

•  Prevent, detect, report, and 
remediate findings across your 
cloud footprint and across cloud 
providers.

•  Integrate into your existing 
Security Operations workflow, 
opening SecOps tickets when 
security findings are present, and 
allowing remediation to be han-
dled manually or automatically 
across systems.


